In this work, we construct a generalized Kane model with a new coupling term between itinerant electron spins and local magnetic moments of anti-ferromagnetic ordering in order to describe the low energy effective physics in a large family of anti-ferromagnetic half-Heusler materials. Topological properties of this generalized Kane model is studied and a large variety of topological phases, including Dirac semimetal phase, Weyl semimetal phase, nodal line semimetal phase, type-B triple point semimetal phase, topological mirror (or glide) insulating phase and anti-ferromagnetic topological insulating phase, are identified in different parameter regions of our effective models. In particular, we find that the system is always driven into the anti-ferromagnetic topological insulator phase once a bulk band gap is open, irrespective of the magnetic moment direction, thus providing a robust realization of anti-ferromagentic topological insulators. Furthermore, we discuss the possible realization of these topological phases in realistic anti-ferromagnetic half-Heusler materials. Our effective model provides a basis for the future study of physical phenomena in this class of materials.
I. Introduction
The discovery of time reversal invariant topological insulators (TIs)
1,2 provides us the first example of a novel topological state that is protected by certain types of symmetry (time reversal symmetry), and greatly deepens our understanding of the role of symmetry and topology in electronic band structures of solid materials. Soon after this discovery, the idea of symmetry protected topological states is generalized to other systems, leading to different topological states, including topological crystalline insulators [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] that are protected by crystalline symmetry, topological superconductors 8-11 which require particle-hole symmetry, and topolgical semimetals (TSMs) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Most current experimental studies of topological states are focused on non-magnetic materials that preserve time reversal symmetry 25 and ferromagnetic materials (mainly the quantum anomalous Hall effect) [26] [27] [28] [29] . Theoretically, a large variety of topological states can also exist in materials with other types of magnetic structures, such as anti-ferromagnetism (AFM) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Nevertheless, material proposals of these topological states are still rare.
Half-Heusler compounds are a large group of materials consisting of three metal elements and have been widely studied for their flexible electronic properties and functionalities 37 . Around 50 half-Heusler compounds are theoretically predicted to possess inverted band structure and can be driven into the topological insulating phase by applying strains [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Unusual surface states were recently observed experimentally in LnPtBi(Ln=Lu, Y) 43 and LuPtSb 44 , and serve as an evidence of non-trivial bulk topology. Weyl semimetal (WSM) phase was theoretically discussed in several half-Heusler compounds, including GdPtBi under external magnetic fields 45 and LaPtBi with in-plane strain 46 , and the corresponding evidences were found in recent experiments [47] [48] [49] . Our interest in this work is focused on possible topological states in half-Heusler materials with AFM at zero external magnetic field. AFM has been experimentally observed in RPdBi (R = Er, Ho, Gd, Dy, Tb, Nd) and GdPtBi [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , with Neel temperature ranging from 1K to 13K. To describe AFM in half-Heusler compounds, we construct a generalized six-band Kane model with anti-ferromagnetic coupling terms based on the symmetry principle and justify this model with the microscopic tight-binding model. With this model, we predicted a large variety of time reversal breaking TSM phases, including Dirac semimetal (DSM) phase (if inversion symmetry breaking is insignificant), WSM phase, nodal line semimetal (NLSM) phase (if AFM preserves mirror or glide symmetry) and Type-B triple point semimetal (TPSM) phase 57 (if AFM preserves C 3 and glide symmetries), and topological insulating phases, including topological mirror (or glide) insulating (TMI) phase and anti-ferromagnetic topological insulating (AFMTI) phase that is protected by the combination of time reversal and half translation, depending on the material parameters. We also discuss phase diagrams of this model and identify the candidate halfHeulser compounds to search for these topological phases experimentally. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we first present our generalized six-band Kane model and describe the symmetry aspect of this model. In Sec.III, we focus on the 4 × 4 block of this model which is relatively simple and includes all the four Γ 8 bands that are close to Fermi energy. A variety of topological phases, including DSM phase, WSM phase, NLSM phase, type-B TPSM phase and TMI phase, were identified for different aligning direction of magnetic moments of AFM. In Sec.IV, we discuss the limitation of the four-band model and extract the phase diagram of the six-band Kane model. We demonstrate a robust realization of AFMTI phase in half-Heusler materials with AFM once anti-ferromagnetic coupling is strong enough. The conclusion is drawn in Sec.V. The alignment of magnetic moments at X atoms is shown schematically by arrows. Magnetic moments align ferromagnetically in one layer perpendicular to (111) direction and anti-ferromagnetically between two adjacent layers (type-G anti-ferromagnetic ordering). a1, a2 and a3 label three lattice basis vectors of the lattice with AFM, whereas a1, a2 and a 3 are the original lattice basis vectors of FCC lattice without AFM.
II. Model Hamiltonian of Anti-ferromagnetic Half-Heusler Materials
We start with a derivation of the model Hamiltonian for half-Heusler materials with AFM. The half-Heusler compound is normally labelled by XYZ 58 , in which two metal atoms X and Y together play the role of cations and the metal atom Z is regarded as anions. The crystal structure of half-Heusler materials is shown in Fig.1a , in which X and Z atoms form the NaCl-type substructure and Y and Z atoms form the zinc-blende substructure. For certain half-Heusler materials with AFM, including GdPtBi, DyPdBi, HoPdBi and TbPdBi 52, 54, 55 , magnetic moments come from the X atom and align ferromagnetically in one layer perpendicular to (111) direction and anti-ferromagnetically between two adjacent layers (type-G anti-ferromagnetic ordering), as shown in Fig.1b , while the exact direction of magnetic moments is still not clear and may depend on detailed compound composition.
To construct the effective Hamiltonian, we need to understand the symmetry aspect of this crystal. Without magnetic moments, the space group of half-Heusler compounds is F43m 58 and the corresponding point group is T d , similar to zinc-blende structure. As a result, the lattice vectors should be chosen to be those of a facecentered cubic lattice, labelled as a 1 , a 2 and a 3 in Fig.1b . The existence of type-G AFM has two main effects to the symmetry of the system: (1) it doubles the lattice vector and the unit-cell along the a 3 direction, and the new lattice vector is labeled as a 3 = 2a 3 ; (2) in the mean field level, the magnetic moments of AFM give rise to exchange coupling to electron spins. Due to the doubling of unit-cell, the space group and point group of the crystalline structure are reduced to R3m 59 and C 3v , where the latter has two generators: three-fold rotation C 3 (111) along (111) direction and mirror symmetry π (110) with respect to (110) plane. As a pseudo-vector, magnetic moments of AFM can further lower the symmetry. Besides the above crystal symmetries, another essential symmetry due to AFM is the combination of time reversal Θ and half tranlation T a 3 , denoted as S ≡ T a 3 Θ.
Similar to the semiconductors with the zinc-blende structure, the low energy physics of half-Heusler materials can be described by two Γ 6 bands with s-orbital nature, labelled by |Γ 6 , S z with z-directional spin component S z = ± 1 2 , and four Γ 8 bands with p-orbital nature, labelled by |Γ 8 , J z with total angular momentum
which is a combination of spin and orbital angular momentum. Here the notations Γ 6 and Γ 8 refer to the irreducible representations of the corresponding bands under the T d group 60 and we still keep this notation even though the symmetry is lowered. The form and symmetry of the basis wave functions are also justified with microscopic local atomic orbitals, as discussed in details in Appendix A. It should be emphasized that due to the doubling of the unit-cell, the basis wave functions in the new unit-cell is a bonding or anti-bonding state of the basis functions in the original unit-cell. For the low energy physics, we find both |Γ 6 , S z and |Γ 8 , J z are bonding states in the doubled unit-cell and are still suitable to be bases. To obtain a matrix expansion of the effective Hamiltonian, we need to classify all the matrices according to the irreducible representations of the symmetry group for the above basis. The Hamiltonian should be invariant under symmetry operations of the symmetry group, which means it belongs to the identity representation, and can be constructed by combining the symmetrized matrices and symmetrized tensor components of physical quantities (such as the momentum k and the order parameters M for AFM) which belong to the same irreducible representation. 60 This symmetry approach allows us to systematically construct the full Hamiltonian, including the standard six-band Kane model and an additional AFM term. The standard six-band Kane model is
where
Expressions for the ξi parameters (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the AFM Hamiltonian (Eq.7). Here Mi's are three components of the anti-ferromagnetic magnetic moment, and αi's, βj's are parameters independent of each other and momentum k.
where the detailed expressions for ξ i (i = 0, . . . , 5) are listed in Tab.I.
Next we discuss the symmetry properties of this Hamiltonian. For the standard Kane model H Kane , if the parameter C in H C is zero, the Hamiltonian possess O h point group. Non-zero H C term breaks inversion symmetry and lowers the point group from O h to T d . The existence of AFM results in the doubling of the unit cell along a 3 and reduce the point group of the lattice to C 3v . For a fixed non-zero anti-ferromagnetic order M, the AFM term H AF M will further reduce the symmetry. If M is along the (111) direction, C 3 (111) symmetry is maintained but all mirror symmetries in C 3v are broken, whereas the glide symmetries T a 3 π (110) , T a 3 π (101) and T a 3 π (011) are preserved. If M lies in a mirror plane α (α = (110) or (101) or (011)) but away from the (111) direction, all symmetries in C 3v are broken, whereas the glide symmetry T a 3 π α is preserved. If M is perpendicular to a mirror plane of the lattice, the only remaining symmetry is that mirror symmetry. For a generic AFM Hamiltonian, M will break all the symmetries in C 3v group, as well as the combination with T a 3 . Furthermore, we notice that only quadratic terms of M appear in our Hamiltonian while any linear M terms vanish. This is because M reverses its sign under translation T a 3 , while translation T a 3 is just identity matrix for the basis of four Γ 8 bands and thus commutes with any representation matrix (see Appendix B for more details). This suggests that any term with the odd orders of the antiferromagnetic order parameter M cannot exist.
III. Topological Phases in the Four-band Model
Since we are interested in the half-Heusler materials with inverted band structures, only four Γ 8 bands appear near the Fermi energy while the Γ 6 bands are far below the Fermi energy. Thus, we first focus on the four Γ 8 bands with the Hamitonian H Γ8 (k) + H AF M . For the inverted band structure, the Fermi energy is between the Γ 8 bands, and the two Γ 8 bands with lower energies are valence bands while the other two Γ 8 bands with higher energies are conduction bands. We emphasize that the Γ 6 bands are important for certain types of topological states even though they are away from the Fermi energy, as discussed in details in the next section. However, for the TSM phases discussed in this section, only the Γ 8 bands are essential. Another advantage of the 4-band Hamiltonian is that it can be solved analytically in certain limit, thus providing us valuable insight into the underlying physics. In this section, we first focus on the case without inversion symmetry breaking term (i.e. choosing H C (k) = 0) and reveal the occurence of DSM phase due to the coexistence of inversion symmetry and anti-unitary S symmetry. In realistic system, inversion symmetry is broken and DSM phase becomes unstable. Nevertheless, DSM phase can be viewed as the "parent" phase to generate other TSM phases after including H C (k). We further study the situation with nonzero inversion symmetry breaking term H C (k), focusing on the situations with (1) magnetic moments polarized within or perpendicular to the (110) plane and (2) M along the (111) direction. In this part, H C (k) = 0 is assumed and the total Hamiltonian takes the form H 0 (k)+H AF M with inversion symmetry. In this case, the eigenenergy of Hamiltonian can be solved analytically as
Without AFM term, ξ i = 0 for i = 0, . . . , 5 in Eq.7, and there are four-fold degeneracy of the Γ 8 bands at the Γ point (k = 0) due to the T d group symmetry. The conduction and valence bands touch each other quadratically at k = 0, leading to a critical semimetal phase for the four-band Luttinger model H 0 (k). Early studies have demonstrated various TSM phases induced by strain or external magnetic fields in this system 46, 48 . The AFM term H AF M can lower the symmetry of the system and remove the four-fold degeneracy at Γ point. However, since H AF M preserves the inversion symmetry and S symmetry, all the bands are still doubly degenerate, similar to the Kramer's degeneracy due to inversion and time reversal symmetries 61 .
Next we will study the influence of AFM term on the energy dispersion. The AFM term can lead to a non-zero gap at Γ point, given by 2 ξ 2 1 + ξ 2 2 + ξ 2 3 + ξ 2 4 + ξ 2 5 . Thus, the two doubly degenerate bands are split at the Γ point, but they may cross each other at some finite momenta k, giving rise to a semimetal phase. The realization of such semimetal phase requires h i + ξ i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 5 and the details are discussed in Appendix C. Here we focus on the cases where magnetic moments of AFM are perpendicular to (110) plane (M x = −M y and M z = 0, where M x,y,z are x,y,z components of AFM magnetic moment M) with mirror symmetry π (110) , or lie in the (110) plane (M x = M y ) with the glide symmetry T a 3 π (110) . According to the expressions of ξ i 's, both conditions imply the same requirement for parameters: ξ 2 = 0 and ξ 4 = ξ 5 , which is reasonable since π (110) and T a 3 π (110) have the same matrix representation for four basis wave functions of Γ 8 bands. For the existence of gapless points, one of the following additional conditions is required for the values of ξ 1 , ξ 3 and ξ 4 (see Appendix C for more details):
, indicating two possibilities for the locations of gapless point, either on the plane (110) with the form (k 1 , k 1 , k 3 ) for the conditions (i) and (ii), or on the (1, −1, 0) axis with the form (k 1 , −k 1 , 0) for the condition (iii). Due to the S symmetry, if a gapless point occurs at a finite momentum k 0 , there must be another one at −k 0 , leading to even number of gapless points. The number of gapless points are confirmed to be 2 by solving for positions of gapless points in each case (see Appendix C for more details).
Based on the above conditions for gapless points, we can further extract the phase diagram of this model as a function of (ξ 3 , ξ 4 ). An example of a phase diagram is shown in Fig.2a for the choices of parameters listed in Tab.VI in Appendix F. The blue line in the phase diagram, labelled by II, represents DSM phase. For our choices of the parameters, the condition (i) or (ii) can be satisfied and Dirac points are on the (110) plane. The DSM phase separates two insulating phases, la-beled by I and III in Fig.2a . To identify the nature of these two insulating phases, we perform a numerical calculation of energy dispersion on the (001) surface of an approximately semi-infinite sample. 62 The local density of states at the top surface along k x = k y axis is shown in Fig.2b for the point A with (ξ 3 , ξ 4 ) = (−0.1, 0.05)ε 0 in the phase I and Fig.2d for the point C with (ξ 3 , ξ 4 ) = (−0.1, 0.2)ε 0 in the phase III, respectively. One can see two sets of gapless modes appearing for the phase I while a full gap existing for the phase III. Thus, we expect the phase I is topologically non-trivial while the phase III is trivial. We also perform a calculation of mirror Chern number (MCN) 63 on the mirror or glide plane (110) for this system and find MCN to be 2 for the phase I and 0 for the phase III. This confirms that two sets of gapless modes in Fig.2b are protected by mirror or glide symmetry and makes phase I to be TMI phase. Thus, DSM phase can be viewed as the topological phase transition point between a TMI phase and a trivial insulating phase.
We emphasize that, in realistic half-Heusler materials, inversion symmetry is absent and the Kramer's degeneracy at a generic k is split for both the conduction and valence bands, which means Dirac points are also split. However, DSM phase will evolve into other TSM phases, as discussed in the next section. Therefore, DSM phase can be viewed as the "parent" phase to search for and understand other topological phases.
B. Weyl Semimetal Phase and Topological Mirror
Insulating Phase
In this part, we include the inversion symmetry breaking term H C (k) into the four-band Hamiltonian and the total Hamiltonian becomes H Γ8 (k) + H AF M . As a consequence, the Kramer's degeneracy of each band at a generic momentum k is split. We still consider the magnetic moments of anti-ferromagnetic ordering aligning within or perpendicular to the (110) plane to preserve either the glide symmetry T a 3 π (110) or the mirror symmetry π (110) , which gives ξ 2 = 0 and ξ 4 = ξ 5 . Due to the existence of H C term, the full Hamiltonian cannot be diagonalized analytically and thus numerical methods are adopted to extract phase diagram. All the parameters are the same as previous choices, except the C parameter which is chosen as C = 0.2(β c /a), as listed in Tab.VII in Appendix F.
The phase diagram as a function of ξ 3 and ξ 4 is shown in Fig.3a . The phases I and III in Fig.3a remain robust due to existence of mirror or glide symmetry. A direct calculation of surface local density of states, as well as MCN, shows four surface modes with MCN being 2 (Fig.3c ) for point A in Fig.3a (ξ 3 /ε 0 = −0.2 and ξ 4 /ε 0 = 0.01) and a full gap with zero MCN (Fig.3d ) for point C in Fig.3a (ξ 3 /ε 0 = 0.3 and ξ 4 /ε 0 = 0.1).
We notice that the phase II is expanded from a line of Dirac semimetal phase in Fig.2a version symmetry and splits each Dirac cone in Dirac semimetal phase into two Weyl points. Since there are two Dirac points in the DSM phase, the phase II in Fig.3a typically has four Weyl points in the whole momentum space, denoted as K i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), as shown in Fig.3b and Fig.4a . Different Weyl points can be related to each other by symmetries: K 1 and K 2 (or K 3 and K 4 ) are related by Π (110) ≡ π (110) or T a 3 π (110) and therefore dubbed a 'Π pair', K 1 and K 3 (or K 2 and K 4 ) are related by Π (110) S and called a 'ΠS pair', and finally K 1 and K 4 (or K 2 and K 3 ) are related by S and named a 'S pair'. It is known [64] [65] [66] that a Weyl fermion can carry topological charge or chirality, which can be extracted from Chern number (CN) on a small spherical surface surrounding the Weyl point. Two Weyl points related by mirror symmetry have opposite Chern numbers while time reversal operation leaves Chern number of a Weyl point unchanged. As a result, a Π pair carries opposite CNs and so does a ΠS pair, while a S pair has the same CN. Due to the existence of topological charge, a single Weyl point cannot be gaped and it can only move in the momentum space when tuning the parameters until it merges with another Weyl point with opposite CN. We track the motion of Weyl points through the path γ in the inset of Fig.3a , and find K 1 and K 2 (or K 3 and K 4 ) emerge from a point in the mirror (or glide) plane as a Π pair and move in the momentum space and finally annihilate at another point on the mirror (or glide) plane, as shown in Fig.3b with its inset. Now we focus on the energy dispersion of the WSM phase by choosing the B point in Fig.3a with ξ Fig.4a ), which is consistent with the symmetry analysis above. The Fermi surface around K 1 at the energy of the Weyl point, as shown in Fig.4b , demonstrates the existence of a type II Weyl point in our system. Type-II Weyl fermions are topologically non-trivial and can lead to Fermi arc 19 on the surface. Thus, we perform a calculation of local density of states at the energy of Weyl points on the (001) surface of an approximately semi-infinite sample 62 , as shown in Fig.4c , in which a complex surface Fermi arcs overlaps with bulk bands. Weyl points are depicted by white points in the plot and there is one Fermi arc starting from each Weyl point and merging into bulk bands. Additional surface states with same energy exist and they form a circle surrounding the Γ point k = 0. The surface energy dispersions along the momentum lines k y a = 0 and k y a = 0.15 are shown in Fig.4d and Fig.4e . We notice one chiral edge mode existing along the momentum line k y a = 0.15 while a helical edge mode along the line k y a = 0. We may treat k y as a parameter and consider two-dimensional (2D) planes formed by k z and k x for different k y . According to the bulk-edge correspondence, the existence of chiral edge mode for k y a = 0.15 at the surface suggests CN = −1 for the corresponding 2D plane. Similarly, CN for the 2D plane at k y a = 0 should be zero. This is consistent with the fact that two 2D planes at k y a = 0.15 and k y a = 0 enclose one Weyl point K 4 whose CN is −1. However, the helical edge mode along the line k y a = 0 cannot be explained by CN. The crossing point between two branches of the helical edge mode is protected by S symmetry, thus the 2D plane at k y a = 0 can be viewed as an AFMTI phase. In addition, since the crossing point at k = 0 also falls into the mirror (or glide) plane, as shown by diagonal line in Fig.4c , that crossing point thus can also be protected by MCN, which is equal to 1 for the phase II. Therefore, two blue lines in Fig.3a can be viewed as transition lines between the phase II with M CN = 1 and the phase I or III with MCN being 0 or 2 respectively.
Although we focus on the magnetic moments parallel or perpendicular to the mirror plane in this section, the WSM phase can NOT be destroyed immediately when magnetic moments is tilted away from these directions due to the non-zero CNs carried by Weyl points. The Weyl points can only move in the momentum space and should be robust in certain parameter regimes. On the other hand, for the TMI phase, gapless points of helical surface mode at finite non-zero momenta are solely protected by the mirror or glide symmetry and thus sensitively depend on the direction of magnetic moments.
C. Nodal Line Semimetal Phase
For magnetic moments of anti-ferromagnetic ordering within or perpendicular to the (110) plane, another possible TSM phase is NLSM phase. An example of NLSM phase is shown in Fig.5 , where the parameters are shown 
The positions of nodal rings on (110) plane. The inset shows that the red circle around the nodal ring , along which accumulated Berry phase is π.
in Tab.VIII in Appendix F. Due to differnet AFM parameters, the band sequence is different and two crossing bands at the low energy are from two opposite mirror subspaces, in contrast to the band crossing between two bands with the same mirror parity for the phase boundary in Fig.3a . The energy dispersion of NLSM phase is depicted in Fig.5a and the positions of two nodal rings are shown in Fig.5b . The topological stability of each nodal ring can be extracted by the π Berry phase along a small circle (red circle in inset of Fig.5b) around the nodal line.
D. Triple Point Semimetal Phase
In this section, we consider the case with antiferromagnetic magnetic moments along the (111) direction, where the system has three-fold rotational symmetry C 3 (111) and glide symmetry T a 3 π (110) . Since the matrix representation of T a 3 π (110) is equivalent to the mirror symmetry π (110) for the basis of Γ 8 bands, the symmetry group generated by C 3 (111) and T a 3 π (110) is isomorphic to the point group C 3v . By linearly combining the four basis functions of Γ 8 bands which carry total angular momentum J = 3 2 , we can get a pair of states belonging to two-dimensional representation Λ 6 of the C 3v double group, and the other two states belonging to two one-dimensional representations Λ 4 and Λ 5 respectively. 67 The character table of the C 3v double group and the linear combinations of Γ 8 bases are shown in Appendix E.
To confirm this symmetry analysis, we consider the total Hamiltonian H 0 (k) + H C (k) + H AF M with magnetic moments along the (111) direction (M x = M y = M z ). This corresponds to the conditions ξ 1 = ξ 2 = 0 and ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ 5 . Along the (111) direction, we indeed find that four Γ 8 bands are split into one doubly degenerate band, labeled as Λ 6 bands, and another two non-degenerate bands, labeled as Λ 4 and Λ 5 bands respectively. The corresponding energy dispersion can be solved analytically as
, where ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ 5 ≡ ξ and k x = k y = k z = k. A typical energy dispersion is shown in Fig.6a with the parameters shown in Tab.IX in Appendix F. Under the condition C 2 > 16 √ 3β c γ 3 ξ and Cξ = 0, the Λ 6 bands cross with the Λ 5 (Λ 4 ) band at two points labeled by 1 and 3 (2 and 4) in Fig.6a . At each crossing point, there is a three-fold degeneracy and the energy dispersion behave linearly along the (111) axis. Points 1 and 2 (or 3 and 4) are connected by four nodal lines, as shown in Fig.6b . Along a circle enclosing any of these four nodal lines, the accumulated Berry phase is found to be π. This type of semi-metal phase is known as type-B TPSM phase 57 .
IV. Anti-ferromagnetic Topological Insulating Phase in Six-band Kane Model
In the discussion above, we neglected Γ 6 bands and only focused on four Γ 8 bands. This simplification has irrelevant influence on TSM phases since Γ 6 bands are far away from Fermi energy. However, due to the inverted nature between Γ 6 and Γ 8 bands, Γ 6 bands may play an essential role for topological insulating phases. It is well known that the band inversion between the Γ 6 and Γ 8 bands leads to the topological insulating phase in HgTe 68 , as well as non-magnetic halfHeusler materials [38] [39] [40] [41] . Therefore,we study the influence of Γ 6 bands by considering the full six-band Kane model H Kane in this section. With the anti-ferromagnetic or- dering, the full Hamitonian takes the form
which can be diagonalized numerically to extract the energy dispersion.
To systematically understand the AFM term in the Kane model, we consider different ξ i terms (i = 1, . . . , 5) in Eq.7, separately. We notice that applying threefold rotational symmetry C 3 (111) to H AF M is equivalent to performing the following transformations:
, which means ξ 1,2 are related with each other by C 3 (111) and so do ξ 3,4,5 . Therefore, we study the direct band gap as a function of (i) ξ 1 and ξ 2 for ξ 3,4,5 = 0 in which case the effective Hamiltonian H AF M Kane in Eq.9 preserves twofold rotation symmetry along the x,y,z axes, or (ii) ξ 1 and ξ 3 for ξ 2,4,5 = 0 in which case the effective model H AF M Kane preserves π 110 , two-fold rotation along z axis and mirror symmetry perpendicular to (110). The phase diagrams for the case (i) and (ii) are shown in Fig.7a and Fig.7b , respectively, from which one can find both the gapless phases existing in the blue region (the region I) and the gaped phases in the three yellow regions (the region II). Detailed parameters for our calculation can be found in Tab.X and Tab.XI in Appendix F. We notice that ξ 1 term takes the same form as the strain term described in Ref. [46] . Therefore, on the line ξ 2 = 0 in Fig.7a or the line ξ 3 = 0 in Fig.7b , we expect the gapless and gaped phases should be equivalent to the corresponding ones studied for strained HgTe and half-Heusler materials 46 . To verify the nature of gapless and insulating phases, we calculate the energy dispersion for two typical sets of parameters: the point A with (ξ 1 , ξ 3 ) = (−0.8, 0.1)ε 0 and B with (ξ 1 , ξ 3 ) = (−0.1, 0.3)ε 0 in Fig.7b . A non-zero bulk direct gap is found for the point A and thus we consider an approximately semi-infinite configuration and plot the local density of states on (001) surface, as shown in Fig.7c . A helical surface mode is found in the bulk gap and is protected by the S symmetry instead of the time reversal symmetry due to the anti-ferromagnetic ordering, thus giving rise to a realization of AFMTI phase. The gapless phase at point B is found to be WSM phase and the bulk dispersion is shown Fig.7d with the Weyl points located at the momenta ka = ±(0.89, 0.35, 0) (or equivalent ka = ±(−0.35, −0.89, 0)).
Below we emphasize that the AFMTI phase is quite robust in this system. The phase diagram for ξ 1 − ξ 2 is shown in Fig.8a for (ξ 3 , ξ 4 , ξ 5 ) = (−0.01, 0.023, 0.026)ε 0 . Other parameters are listed in Tab.XII in Appendix F. We notice that after introducing non-zero ξ 3,4,5 which breaks all C 3v symmetries and their combinations with half translation, the previous gapless phase region I in Fig.7a shrinks to a smaller region I in Fig.8a 
V. Conclusion
Based on the above studies of the four-band and sixband Kane models, we can summarize the overall physical picture for electronic structures of anti-ferromagnetic half-Heusler compounds in Fig.9 . Without AFM, the band ordering of Γ 6 and Γ 8 bands are inverted and the Fermi energy lies at the four fold degenerate point (k = 0) of Γ 8 bands, leading to a critical semimetal phase shown in Fig.9a . With AFM, four-fold degeneracy of Γ 8 bands at Γ point is removed. The band structure of four Γ 8 bands can be either normal (Fig.9b) or inverted (Fig.9c) , depending on the detailed form and parameters of AFM terms. When the band ordering of Γ 8 bands is normal, it is trivial for the four-band model but non-trivial for the six-band Kane model due to the inversion between the Γ 6 and Γ 8 bands, leading to either AFMTI phase or TMI phase. When the Γ 8 band ordering is inverted, the AFM terms can either lead to a full inverted band gap (AFMTI or TMI phase in Fig.9d ) or preserve certain gapless points in the momentum space (the TSM phase in Fig.9e) . In either situation, we find that anti-ferromagnetic half-Heusler compounds are topologically non-trivial. Thus, our work demonstrates that halfHeusler materials with AFM provide a platform for a robust realization of anti-ferromagnetic topological phases, either WSM phase or AFMTI phase, in a wide parameter regime.
The AFMTI phase was first proposed in Ref. [30] based on a four band toy model and our results have shown this interesting topological phase indeed can exist in antiferromagnetic half-Heusler materials. We notice that the first principles calculation in combining with tightbinding model has been adopted for the AFM GdPtBi 59 , in which a semi-metal phase is found. However, the topological nature of this semi-metal phase has not been extracted and our results identify the existence of Weyl points in this semimetal phase. In addition, the authors use the representation of crystal symmetry group to label each band, aiming in identifying band inversion. We believe this approach is insufficient for the AFMTI phase since this topological phase is protected by the S symmetry which is not included in the crystal symmetry group. Thus, the AFMTI phase cannot be identified from the crystal symmetry representation. Our results suggest that the AFMTI phase can exist in the G-type anti-ferromagnetic system, which is identified to be topologically trivial in Ref. [59] . In the existing experiments, Weyl semi-metal phase has been unveiled in GdPtBi under an external magentic field through the observation of a large anomalous Hall angle 48, 49 , large negative magnetoresistance 47, 48 and the strong suppression of thermopower 47 . Our results suggest Weyl semimetal phase may already occur even in absence of external magnetic fields. In addition, nodal line fermions, type-B triply degenerate fermions and topological mirror or glide insulators, are also possible in certain parameter regimes when magnetic moments of anti-ferromagnetic ordering are along some specific directions. The topological surface states or surface Fermi arcs in these topological phases can be extracted from angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy or quasi-particle spectrum from the scanning tunneling microscopy 1,2,12 . Our generalized Kane model also provides a basis for the future study of magnetic, transport or optical phenomena in this class of materials. Furthermore, we notice that superconductivity can coexist with anti-ferromagnetism in RPdBi(R=Tb,Ho,Dy,Er) 50, 54, 55 . Thus, it is interesting to ask if topological superconductivity can be realized in these materials.
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|Er, s, i, σ , where i = 1, 2 and σ =↑, ↓. Here we still keep the sub-lattice index i = 1, 2 and the number of basis wave functions are reduced to 16. (2) The basis wave functions of the Kane model is chosen to be the eigenstates of total angular momentum operator because of strong spin-orbit coupling. Therefore, we apply a similar transformation to our basis wave functions here, as listed below: 
B. Irreducible Representations of C3v group
In this section, we will use the representation table of the C 3v group to classify the polynomials of k and M, as well as all the four by four matrices for the Γ 8 basis wave functions, which is used to construct the effective low energy Hamiltonian for our system in Sec.II.
The C 3v group can be generated by two operations, three-fold rotation and mirror operation. For the lattice considered here, the three-fold rotation is along the (111) axis, denoted as C 3 (111), and mirror operation is with repsect to the (1, −1, 0) plane, denoted as π 110 , where1 Since magnetic moments of the anti-ferromagnetic ordering come from the d orbitals of Er atoms, we only focus on the the Γ 8 bands which contains d orbitals of Er atoms. We need to construct the generator operations of the C 3v group on the Γ 8 bands. To achieve that, we notice the angular momentum operators J x,y,z for spin- 3 2 states can be represented by the four by four matrices As a result, the C 3 (111) and π 110 operations are given by
In addition, time reversal operator and half translation operator T a 3 are interesting to us since the antiferromagnetic ordering preserves the S symmetry which is the combination of these two operators. On the four basis of the Γ 8 bands, we find time reversal operator writeen as with the complex conjuateK and the half translation T a 3 taking the form of an identity matrix
because of the bonding state nature of two sub-lattices for the four Γ 8 bands. As a consequence, the S symmetry takes the same form as the time reversal symmetry on the four Γ 8 basis.
16 four-by-four matrices can be constructed by three spin
The linear combinations of these 16 matrices belong to different irreducible representations of the C 3v group and we list the corresponding representations in in Tab.III.
Next we will classify all the polynomials of k and M according to the irreducible representations of the C 3v group 60 . The representations for the polynomials of the momentum k and anti-ferromagnetic magnetic moments M are listed in Tab.IV.
C. Gapless Conditions for the Hamiltonian
H0 + HAF M
In this section, we will present the detailed analysis of the conditions for possible gapless phases for the four-by-four Hamiltonian H 0 + H AF M , which is discussed in Sec.III A in the main text to understand the phase diagram of the above Hamiltonian. Without anti- ferromagnetic ordering, the energy dispersion of the Luttinger Hamiltonian H 0 possesses a quadratic touching at the Γ point. With the AFM term (at least one nonzero ξ i for i = 0), the Hamiltonian H 0 + H AF M can be analytically solved (Eq.8). The requirement for a gapless point is that h i (k) + ξ i = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 for a certain momentum k. Below we will list all the possible cases for a gapless point to exist in the momentum space.
Here β c , γ 2 , γ 3 = 0 are always assumed. Case I: ξ 3 = ξ 4 = ξ 5 = 0. In this case, we require h 3 = h 4 = h 5 = 0. According to the form of h 3,4,5 , we immediately see that two of three components of the momentum (k x , k y , k z ) should be zero. Let us assume k x = k y = 0 and for the remaining nonzero k z , we still need to solve two equations h 1 = −ξ 1 and h 2 = −ξ 2 . This suggests that ξ 1 and ξ 2 cannot be independent of each other in order to achieve a gapless phase. According to the form of h 1,2 , we find gapless points at
Similarly, if k y = k z = 0, we have gapless points at
Case II: For ξ 3 , ξ 4 and ξ 5 , two of them are zero and one is non-zero.
For this case, let's take the example of ξ 3 = ξ 4 = 0 and ξ 5 = 0 and the analysis for other cases are similar. Since ξ 5 = 0, k y,z cannot be zero from h 5 = −ξ 5 . Therefore, ξ 3 = ξ 4 = 0 gives rise to k x = 0. For the remaining three equations h 1,2,5 = −ξ 1,2,5 , we find only two variables k y and k z . Thus, one of ξ 1,2,5 should depend on the other two. By solving the equations h 1,2,5 = −ξ 1,2,5 , we find gapless points at ka = ±(0, 1
). Similarly, if ξ 3 = ξ 5 = 0, ξ 4 = 0, the gapless points are at ka = ±( 1 and a 2 ≡ a 3 (1 + a 1 ) . We find that the Hamiltonian H D can be re-written as
where {Γ i , Γ j } = 0, i = j and {Γ i , Γ i } = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Thus, we conclude that all gapless points, if exist, are Dirac points with the low energy effective theory described by Dirac fermions, for the parameter choices discussed in the Sec.III A in the main text. 
Λ 5 :
,where N 4 and N 5 are normalization factors.
F. Tables for Parameters
This section is devoted to a summary of all the parameters for the four-band model and the extended Kane model used throughout the main text of the manuscript. , ξ1/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9), ξ2/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9). , ξ1/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9), ξ3/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9). , ξ1/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9), ξ2/ε0 ∈ (−0.9, 0.9) and the choice of (ξ3, ξ4, ξ5) breaks the symmetry group C3v and its combination with T a 3 . Fig.3a The section describes how to determine critical lines in Fig.3a in the main text.
G. Determination of Critical Lines in
First, we hope to demonstrate that the Weyl points are from the Π pairs on the (110) plane in our case. The creation or annihilation of Weyl points requires two Weyl points with opposite Chern numbers, thus only occuring between a Π pair(like along path γ) or a ΠS pair for the case described in Sec.III(b). If a ΠS pair merges, it can only happen on the (1, −1, 0) axis where the Hamiltonian is invariant under π 110 S and each band is doubly degenerate. If Hamiltonian is gapless at some point on the (1, −1, 0) axis, say (k , −k , 0) , it requires the Hamiltonian to be an identity at that point, and implies that ξ 4 = 0, Ck = 0, ξ 3 = 2 √ 3β c γ 3 k 2 and ξ 1 = 2β c γ 2 k 2 . Since C = 0 and i=1,,,5 ξ 2 i = 0, the Hamiltonian cannot be gapless on the (1, −1, 0) axis, and therefore Weyl points cannot exist on the (1, −1, 0) axis. We conclude Weyl points can only originate from the Π pairs on the (110) plane for the parameter regions that we are interested in.
When Weyl points are away from the mirror (110) plane, energy bands are gapped in the (110) plane, where the mirror Chern number is well-defined and can be computed to be 1. Thus, the mirror Chern number provides additional characterization of topological property in our system. The mirror Chern number always changed by 1 between the transition from the phase I to II or from II to III in Fig. 3(a) . This suggests that band gap closing at the transition lines should occur between two bands in one mirror (or glide) subspace. This allows us to determine the phase transition lines (blue lines in Fig. 3(a) ) by solving gapless condition of a mirror (or glide) subspace: 48β c γ 
